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INTRODUCTION

Outdoor and indoor craft/art shows and markets are great venues for 
independent artisans and artists all over this country. They provide unique 
opportunities for the community and the creator to come face-to-face in a 
human transaction that cannot be replicated in any other way.

I began my own experience with markets in 2006 at the now-legendary 
SOWA Open Market in Boston. SOWA is a beautiful, diverse, city mar-
ket, with both craft and art sellers, as well as farmers and food vendors. 
I started purely as a seller, but later became an on-site manager for the 
market, managing set up and on-site issues during the market day. This is 
where I caught the market “bug”. Eventually, after driving all over New 
England to various venues to sell, sometimes up to two hours from my 
home, I craved a closer venue, so I created my own: Concord Arts Market. 
Concord, New Hampshire, is a small New England city, and made and still 
makes a low-pressure, and welcoming home market for New Hampshire 
sellers a reality. Since then, I’ve run markets in Claremont and Dover, New 
Hampshire, in addition to an annual indoor show, Winter Giftopolis, and 
other indoor shows in conjunction with other retail businesses, generating 
synergy and interest in local shopping. 

Whenever I visit a new city, the first thing I look for is its markets – any 
kind of  markets. I’ve visited markets in Barcelona, Paris, New York, Se-
attle, Oakland CA, San Francisco CA, Boston, Providence RI, and one 
of  my favorites, the Jean Talon Market in Montreal, in addition to small-
er markets in smaller towns and cities. Markets have a very special per-
son-to-person energy to them. I studied theater in college and that per-
son-to-person energy is the same reason that I prefer theater to film. It’s 
pure magic.

Before I get into the how-tos, I want to make one thing very clear because 
it’s possibly the most important thing you will ever learn about “show 
life”: Never forget that this is a people business. You make great things 
and you want to sell them. But markets are about much more than com-
merce. They’re also a place to share information and ideas, and to form 
relationships. If  you participate in markets regularly, relationships with 
market staff, with fellow vendors, and with customers will define your ex-
perience and will define who the community knows you to be. Enter this 
world with humility. If  you are high maintenance, difficult, and competi-
tive in a negative way, people remember that – and that kind of  reputation 
can come back to haunt you later. If  you were difficult and self-centered to 
deal with during the regular market season, why would a market promoter 
want to select you to participate in a holiday season show? And if  fellow 
vendors come to know you as unpleasant, you won’t be able to rely upon 
them in a situation where their recommendation may give you a great 
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opportunity. 

Now then, back to the how-tos of  selling those amazing things that you 
make, at indoor and outdoor shows. Everything from fine art to jewelry 
to ceramics to shoes to furniture and everything in between can be sold at 
market and show venues. One key to selling, is figuring out which venues 
are the best fit for you. Let’s look at that in Chapter 1.

Pottery by Kristin Lemieux/Clear Mountain Craft.
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Chapter 1: Show/Venue Types

Indoor, Outdoor, Fine Craft, Craft Fair, Arts Market, Farmers’ Market. 
There’s a place for each of  them in the handmade world. But which one 
is the best fit for your work?

Outdoor Shows. My first love, in the world of  artist vendor shows, are 
outdoor markets. Outdoor markets are nearly as old as human civilization 
itself. As long as people have needed to trade and purchase goods, there 
have been markets.

To this day, cities all over the world participate in this ancient human tra-
dition – some cities grew up around their marketplace, expanding outward 
from that center of  commerce. Some modern day markets are small, in-
formal, neighborhood street corner affairs, with just a handful of  tents. 
Some are long-established, large marketplaces, which may even have an 
indoor portion/some structural permanence. 

An outdoor market is exactly what it sounds like – a market that sets up 
outdoors, usually under some kind of  tents. Outdoor markets often run 
rain or shine – and you need to be prepared for whatever the weather for 
your area may offer. You should generally plan to bring your own tent, ta-
bles, chairs and displays, in addition to other essentials that will be detailed 
later.

Indoor Shows. There are different types of  indoor shows – from local 
craft fairs to upscale fine craft shows - but they all share one thing in 
common, no threat of  unpleasant weather conditions in the venue! You 
don’t need a tent for indoor shows, but you should still plan on having 
your own tables, chairs, and displays. Some venues will provide tables and 
chairs – you have to check with the individual venue for information about 
that – but if  you are going to be committing to doing shows in an ongoing 
way, you will either need to purchase your own, or find some that you can 
borrow reliably. Don’t count on venues providing this for you.

Fine Craft Shows. Fine craft shows really seek to showcase the best of  
the best of  truly fine artisan handcrafts. There will be an application pro-
cess and a thorough jurying process of  some kind involved. Don’t expect 
to get in on your first try – especially if  you’ve never done it before. The 
quality of  your whole display is always important, but these shows tend to 
consider that a very important factor, after all, fine craft should be show-
cased as such.

Craft Fairs. Craft fairs are classic. They can be found in a variety of  ven-
ues in most American communities – churches, school gyms, community 
centers. The grade of  crafts showcased can vary greatly from craft show 
to craft show, and can also vary within an individual show. With this show 
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type, it’s often beneficial to share information with other vendors to find 
out which shows might be a good fit for you. If  you’re new to the scene, 
you might need to do a few shows, get to know some vendors, then you’ll 
have the ability to share intel. You might end up doing a few shows that 
aren’t the best fit for you while you learn – it’s all part of  the process.

Arts Markets. Arts markets are exactly what they sound like – markets 
that feature a variety of  human-made creations. They’re often similar to a 
farmers’ market, but without the farmers. These are the types of  venues 
that I, personally, prefer to run. I love outdoor shows and I love arts-fo-
cused venues.

Farmers’ Markets. Some farmers’ markets allow artist and artisan partic-
ipants, and some don’t. You will want to check with the guidelines for the 
individual market in which you are interested in participating. Although 
they are a non-arts-focused venue, they can be good venues for some art-
ists or artisans because they tend to attract customers who are interested 
in locally-produced goods. 

Art Fairs. Art fairs are worth mentioning because they’re good venues for 
fine artists, but they’re a little bit outside of  the scope of  this book. They 
have their own entry requirements and rules and you should check with 
the individual fair you are interested in for more information.

Venues to avoid. If  you are a serious artisan or artist, avoid venues that 
mix maker vendors in with networking marketing salespeople (Ex: Mary 
Kay, Pampered Chef, Scentsy). These types of  venues are generally not 
lucrative for makers, because they are not taking the time to cultivate an 
audience that is interested in handmade products.

The economics of  production of  these mass-produced products are not 
the same as the economics of  handmade products, so it confuses audi-
ences. Let’s say there’s a network marketing salesperson selling some kind 
of  cookware - and there are also potters in attendance. The cookware is 
mass-produced and the pottery is not, and their prices reflect that differ-
ence. Shoppers who aren’t interested in handmade products are going to 
gravitate toward the less expensive, mass-produced items. If  the show 
features strictly handmade items, the audience knows what to expect and 
is predisposed to interest in handmade goods.
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Chapter 2: Market Essentials

Each venue may bring its own challenges and inspire additional necessities 
- but this section will give you an overview of  the most essential items that 
you may want to bring with you when you are selling at a show. What to 
bring. How to bring it. What to bring besides your product, to outdoor or 
indoor shows. 

Outdoor Necessities List.

The needs of  indoor and outdoor venues vary, so you’ll want to customize 
your own “things to bring” list to the venue type. Let’s start with a general 
list of  outdoor market necessities.

o Tent. Even on a fair weather day you should have a tent. Some 
outdoor venues require them, and some of  them also require cer-
tain colors or types of  tents. Make sure to check with the event 
website, or directly with market administration to determine if  
there are any requirements for what type of  tent you should have. 
There are many types of  outdoor canopy tents – one of  the most 
common brands is EZ UP and their white tents are usually the 
type that pickier venues will approve of. Do not get a tent that 
requires assembly of  poles each time you set it up. You will not 
have time to assemble a tent of  this type – and you cannot expect 
that a venue will accommodate your need for extra time, if  this is 
the type of  tent you decide to use. Just don’t do it. Currently, tents 
generally run in the $75 to $150 range.

o Tent Weights. You will need to have a set of  four (one for each 
tent leg) weights that you can use to anchor your tent to planet 
Earth. Even if  the venue does not require it, you should have 
these, and you should bring them in your car, because if  it’s an 
outdoor venue, you should have them. Flying tents are a serious 
safety concern – by serious I mean they can kill someone. I’ve seen 
them fly into streets, I’ve seen them fly into people, I’ve seen them 
cause car accidents, I’ve seen them smash through car windows. 
You don’t want to have your tent go through a local merchant’s 
window, give someone else’s child a head injury, or get thrown 
into the air while you try to hold your own tent down. See Chapter 
3 for more information about what to do in the event of  wind. 
A tent turns into a sail in windy conditions and can indeed pick 
an adult-sized person up well off  of  the ground. I was told by 
another organizer about an incident that involved a vendor being 
thrown into the air and over another row of  tents. You can make 
weights yourself, or purchase them. See Chapter 4 Tent Weights 
101. Tent stakes are not enough. They don’t meet the requirements 
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for many outdoor markets, they don’t work on cement, and I have 
always been concerned that if  the tent pulls up with stakes on, it 
could make the flying tent even more dangerous.

o Rope. To tie your tent weights to your tent. To tie your tables and 
displays down in light wind. To create a clever, hanging display. 
Rope. You need rope. I prefer clothesline. Do remember that any 
cotton rope can become very difficult to untie/unknot when it 
becomes wet. 

o Tent sides. Some people choose to purchase tent “sides” or tarp-
like pieces of  tent material that attach to the side of  your tent. 
These are great in rainy weather because they can protect you and 
your product from getting wet. Some folks with goods that are 
not totally colorfast may also choose to use them to create shade 
in their tent. A common mistake that people make is using them 
in windy weather. Think about that for a minute – why would you 
essentially attach a SAIL to your tent, when it’s windy out? This is 
a great way to make it more likely that your tent will try to fly away, 
and flying tents are extremely dangerous.

o Sunscreen. Yeah yeah, you don’t need sunscreen because you’re 
one of  those people who just wants to lay in the sun all day. Okey 
dokey…it’s up to you. But I can’t even count the number of  ven-
dors I’ve encountered who, on a sunny day, have ended up sorry 
that they didn’t bring a tent/sunscreen/some means of  protecting 
themselves from the elements. Remember that you’re going to be 
out there ALL day. If  you’re fair-skinned like me, you may even 
burn through your tent – I’m completely serious. A sun hat is an-
other handy tool.

o Rubber Boots. This is one that I learned the hard way, and now, 
I carry a pair of  knee-height rubber boots with me for the whole 
market season, in my car. This will keep your feet dry and your 
pants from soaking through all up your leg on a rainy day. I highly 
recommend selling on rainy days btw…I’ve had some of  my best 
sales days in the rain. Shoppers who come out in the rain aren’t 
there to enjoy the weather, they’re there to shop.

o Layers of  Clothing. This is another thing that you should pack 
and leave in your car for the season. Tank top, tee shirt, long-
sleeved shirt, a raincoat, a sweater, a pair of  whatever you wear 
on the bottom half  of  your body, and a spare pair of  shoes and 
socks. Maybe even a pair of  flip flops. You just don’t want to be 
stuck far from home and unable to change out of  wet clothes, or 
be too hot/too cold. 
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o Scissors. You never know when you might need to cut something. 

o Pocket Knife. Laws vary from state to state regarding what types 
of  knives are legal to carry, but personally, I really like to have a 
decent pocket knife on me. They’re easy to store and come in very 
handy sometimes, for things you may not want to use your scissors 
for. Plus, some pocket knives have other tools on them – pliers, 
screwdrivers, tweezers, and other items that come in handy when 
you are on the road.

o Baby Wipes. When away from home and essentially living out-
doors for several hours of  driving, set up, selling, take down, and 
driving home, don’t underestimate how good a nice-smelling, cool 
cloth will feel, running across your face.

Indoor/Outdoor Necessities.

o Insurance. Some venues will require you to have your own busi-
ness liability insurance, some won’t. Check with the individual 
venues that interest you. An insurance agent can track down a 
nice, affordable, general liability quote for you. I’ve generally paid 
around $50-$60/mo for one.

o Cash Box and Change. Everyone forgets this at least once and 
scrambles upon arrival at a venue. Don’t let it happen to you! Start 
with $50-$100 in variously-sized bills for change, and once you 
have more experience, you’ll get a better idea of  how much you 
need to have on-hand, for which shows.

o Credit Card Readers. There are a variety of  these. Square is an 
extremely popular one. I highly recommend having one. So many 
customers these days simply don’t carry cash. You will lose sales 
if  you don’t have the ability to accept credit and debit cards as 
payment.

o Pens/Sharpies. The usefulness of  writing implements should be 
obvious, but make a note that you want to make sure your writing 
implements are waterproof, in case of  inclement weather.

o Tape. Sometimes you need to make a makeshift sign and some-
times you need to hang it. Often, you don’t realize the necessity of  
tape until you don’t have it. Make it something sturdy, like duct or 
packing tape.

o A CHAIR. Don’t forget to bring a chair!

o Tags and labels. For pricing your merchandise, if  you didn’t do 
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that before you left the house.

o Signs. Do you need to signs to explain your merchandise for cus-
tomers (the correct answer is almost always yes)? Don’t forget to 
print them before you leave the house and pack them. Can you 
make them waterproof? So much the better? Or do you need sign 
holders to display them in? 

o Banner. Most sellers end up ordering a vinyl banner to hang in 
their tent or on a wall, or on the front of  their table, a sign to tell 
shoppers who you are. Online printers like Vistaprint often have 
affordable options, or check with your local print shop to see if  it’s 
something they can make. Get a banner that has metal grommets 
in it, to allow you to hang it.

o First Aid Kit. Just a basic one, with bandaids, antiseptic of  some 
kind, some gauze, is a good idea. It’s easy to cut a finger when set-
ting up and taking down tents and displays and it’s good to have 
these things on hand in such an instance.

o Pad of  paper. You need to write down order details from cus-
tomers. Notes to yourself. Your sales for the day. Make an im-
promptu sign. Bring paper. Preferably something small, that fits in 
your cash box or bag.

o Waterproof  Bins. They will keep your goods safer, drier and 
CLEANER over the course of  a season, as well as give you one 
place to keep all of  your things. Yes, even if  you are doing indoor 
shows (it might rain during load-in).

o Checkbook. Do you have booth fees that you need to pay? If  you 
are running your craft life as a business, you need to make business 
payments via a method that works for the venue. That general-
ly means cash or check if  you are paying in person. (We’ll cov-
er some of  this in Chapter 9, Bookkeeping Considerations). 
Many venues do accept online payments via credit card but they 
may not accept them in person – so make sure to check with the 
venue organizers regarding how they prefer to receive payment.

o Toilet Paper. Trust me, you don’t want to end up at a show with-
out toilet paper. If  the show is busy, the venue could run out – es-
pecially if  there are porta potties involved!

o Camera. Bring a camera to take pictures of  your set up at the 
show, and of  whatever else you might want to take pictures of  
while there. The camera in your phone or tablet is probably fine 
(and if  you have a smart phone or tablet you can also post to social 
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media apps while you are at the show).

o Snacks. This is important,especially if  you are unfamiliar with 
the venue and whether it is located near convenient to-go food 
options. If  you are selling alone you also may not be able to leave 
your tent for the amount of  time that it takes to procure food - 
and if  you don’t know other sellers, you may not have anyone you 
can collaborate with to enable you to do so. Even if  it’s a farmers’ 
market you have no guarantee that there will be ready-to-eat food 
options available. You don’t want to be trapped in your tent hun-
gry!

o Insulated lunch bag and ice packs. I bring my food in a large, 
lined/insulated lunch bag. I have a large one, and a smaller one 
that fits into the larger one. I also put frozen ice packs inside to 
keep my food at an appropriate temperature.

Liz Corrigan of  Home Thrown Pottery talks to customers.
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Chapter 3: Weather Considerations

You need to understand what you are getting yourself  into when you com-
mit to an outdoor show. It might be windy, rainy, sunny, or anything in 
between. Depending on your geographic area, quickly changeable weath-
er may be possible (in New England, we face this reality frequently). A 
professional seller doesn’t pack up early and abandon their fellow sellers 
– unless perhaps it’s a matter of  losing a great deal of  actual product, or 
of  possible physical injury.

Sometimes your packaging will get damaged because of  weather. Some-
times you will get wet. Sometimes it will be cold. Can your product handle 
this? Can YOU handle this? Think about it carefully. Some people love 
outdoor shows, and some don’t, and that’s okay, but nobody loves sellers 
who commit to outdoor shows and then try to leave early or just no-show 
because of  weather. Don’t gain a reputation for being unreliable.

What to do in wind. Make sure your tent is weighted down adequately 
(See Chapter 4). There is no amount of  weight that is perfect, but know 
that a flying tent in windy conditions can easily pick up an adult sized 
person and fling them through the air. Most of  the professional sellers 
that I know use 50lbs of  weight on each leg of  their tent and it must be 
attached to the tent frame, not just sitting on the feet (See Chapter 4). Do 
not rely on tent stakes – tent stakes can become projectiles in high wind 
conditions. Do not put the sides on your tent in high winds, the sides will 
turn your tent into a giant sail, and that giant sail can pick you right up 
off  of  the ground and throw you through the air. That flying tent could 
also injure or kill people, and can damage property, or end up in the road, 
causing serious accidents. If  it gets very windy and you need to act 
quickly – TAKE OFF THE TOP OF YOUR TENT. When taking 
your tent down in wind, you may need to take the top off  first. Then bring 
the tent legs down before you remove the weights. This way, you will have 
more control of  the tent before it is disassembled. DO NOT REMOVE 
THE WEIGHTS FIRST.

What to do in rain. Get knee high rubber boots. (I leave mine in my 
car.) Water has a way of  wicking itself  all the way up your legs if  you are 
wearing pants, so don’t let your pants drag on the ground. Bring your tent 
sides with you, they will help to keep you and your product dry. Bring a 
spare pair of  clothes and leave them in your car for AFTER the show. You 
should always store and transport your product in weather proof  contain-
ers, to prevent rain day disasters.

What to do on a sunny day. Bring a tent. Your space will look more 
professional and defined, even if  you feel you do not “need” it. The venue 
may also require it (check with the venue). In addition, a lot of  people 
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think they can handle all of  that sunshine, but most find that sitting in 
direct sunlight all day is actually not as pleasant as they thought. Your 
customers will probably also appreciate the shade, if  it is a hot day. Bring 
sunscreen. Bring a sun hat. I am a fair-skinned person, and I have actually 
burned through a tent.

If  it is very hot. Bring plenty of  water. Pack ice packs in a smaller cool-
er or cooler bag/insulated lunch bag to bring with you. Freeze bottled 
water the night before and pack those to bring with you. They will thaw 
throughout the day. Portable fans can be handy here, as well as “cooling” 
towels that become cool when you wet them. 

What to do on a chilly day. Charcoal handwarmers and toewarmers 
are not only good for your hands and feet. You can also stash them in 
your pockets or between layers of  clothing to keep you warm. Layer your 
clothing. Waterproof  clothing shows its worth here. Have spare clothes 
in the car. Bring a thermos full of  some kind of  hot beverage. Fingerless 
gloves can be very useful – they allow manual dexterity but keep your 
hands warm.

When a severe storm hit our market in 2013, proper tent weights prevented this 
tent from flying away and causing damage to property or people.
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Chapter 4: Tent Weights 101

WHY ARE TENT WEIGHTS IMPORTANT?

Consider this the most important chapter you’ll read in this book.

Tent weights aren’t really intended to protect YOUR tent. They do, in 
the face of  reasonable gusts, keep a tent from flying away, that’s true. But 
when a tent flies away, the least of  your worries should be “oh no, I lost 
my tent”. The larger potential problems include tents busting the windows 
and property of  nearby businesses, your tent smashing into the tent of  an-
other vendor and destroying their inventory or injuring them, tents going 
through car windshields, tents causing traffic accidents that could injure or 
kill people, or indeed, a tent hitting and either injuring or killing someone.

In a high wind situation, your tents weights (as we learned in 2013 thanks 
to a horrible, sudden storm that destroyed our entire market) are actually 
likely to damage your tent...however, they will help to prevent property 
destruction and injuries.

SO HOW DO I WEIGH DOWN MY TENT?

There are many ways to weigh down a tent. All tent weights must be at-
tached to the tent. That means clearly and firmly attached to the weight 
AND clearly and firmly attached through the tent frame, not just around 
a leg. Rope, clothesline, bungee cords, nylon strapping and many other 
strong materials can be used to attach them.

CINDER BLOCKS. They’re not pretty, and you do need to take care 
to keep them out of  the path of  walkers, but they are cheap, and in a 
pinch, they’re easy to tie to a tent frame (not the legs...the main part of  the 
frame). If  the weight is not indicated when you purchase them, you will 
need to weigh them. 

BUCKET OF SAND/GRAVEL/CEMENT. Buckets are inexpensive 
and easy to find. They also have handles, which makes them easier to carry 
AND easier to tie them to your tent. Also - you can often buy gravel/sand 
in bags that have a weight clearly marked on them. This makes it easier to 
determine if  you have enough weight. 

EXERCISE WEIGHTS. These are often easy to carry, and because they 
are compact, they can be easier to pack into a full car. The shape of  the 
weight does not matter, what matters is that you can securely attach it to 
the frame of  the tent. 

MANUFACTURED TENT WEIGHTS AND WEIGHT BAGS. 
These are easy to find online, and are specifically made for the purpose of  
weighing down a 10 x 10 tent. 
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DIY PVC PIPE WEIGHTS. These are the most attractive option, and 
they are also very durable. Basically, you take segments of  PVC pipe and 
fill them with cement. You cap the ends, and install eye hooks in the “top” 
end so that you can loop rope through it and tie it to your tent.

HOW MUCH WEIGHT DO I NEED? 50-lbs of  weight on EACH 
LEG of  your tent is not an uncommon requirement for outdoor shows. 
You should check with the individual venues at which you plan to partici-
pate, so that you can make sure you have enough to satisfy their rules.

CAN I JUST REST MY WEIGHTS ON THE FEET OF MY 
TENT? No. This will do absolutely nothing to secure your tent when a 
gust comes through.

CAN I JUST TIE DOWN A COUPLE OF LEGS OF MY TENT? 
For best results, you need all legs weighted. A partially secured tent can 
still flip.

CAN I JUST TIE THE ROPE AROUND THE LEGS? No. This will 
not secure your tent. The weight must be attached through the frame of  
the tent.

BUT I CAN’T CARRY 50 - lbs OF WEIGHT?! Neither can I. That’s 
why you may want to bring larger numbers of  smaller weights. Make your 
weights lighter and just make more of  them, so that you achieve the cu-
mulative weight.

WHAT ABOUT JUGS OF WATER? You can use them if  it’s okay 
with the venues you are selling at. Some people find that large, office-sized 
water dispenser jugs work. You can also use gallon jugs - however, you 
need to know that a gallon of  water weighs just about 8 lbs. That means 
you need many of  them tied securely to each corner of  your tent frame. 
It looks like a giant cluster of  grapes if  you hang them, and it can create a 
trip hazard if  you pile them on the ground. I would not call this an ideal 
option.

OMG, THIS ONE TIME, MY TENT TRIED TO FLY WITH 
WEIGHTS ON! True, it can happen. There are two ways to deal with 
this type of  situation.

First, pull the fabric top of  the tent off. In windy conditions, the canopy 
acts as a sail. If  you remove the “sail”, the tent is easier to manage.

You may also try lowering the tent - but DO NOT REMOVE THE 
WEIGHTS UNTIL THE TENT IS DOWN and you know that you can 
safely remove them. If  you have not already, you may want to remove the 
tent canopy to reduce the likelihood of  the tent talking flight.
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Chapter 5: Market Etiquette

Don’t be THAT guy. The guy who argues with promoters and other ven-
dors. The guy who starts screaming because his booth space is a half-inch 
smaller than he was told it would be. The guy who forgets that there are 
other people set up around him and blasts music. The guy who forgets 
his tent weights and argues with the promoter about how he doesn’t need 
them. 

What else NOT to do: 

o Argue with promoters about your booth assignment. If  there’s 
one thing I’ve learned in my years of  promoting and selling at 
shows, it’s this: Your booth assignment/location almost always has 
absolutely nothing to do with whether or not you sell well that day. 
It is more likely that YOUR customer was simply not there.

o Neglect to read the application and the guidelines for the shows 
you sign up for. Are you having a difficult time finding the infor-
mation? Ask the promoter where the information can be located. 
If  they don’t provide it in a readable format, ask them specific 
questions, so that you know what you are getting into.

o Get territorial about “YOUR SPOT”. It’s not “YOUR SPOT”. 
It’s a spot that you happen to be occupying in that moment. It’s 
temporary…just like the very nature of  the type of  event that you 
are participating in. Check your ego at the door.

o Tell other sellers what they “should” be doing…unless they ask 
you to.

o Go into other sellers booths and “inspect” their work to see “how 
they make” their stuff. It’s rude. Ditto on asking technical ques-
tions of  sellers that you don’t know well.

o Blatantly copy the work of  another maker. Yes, we all have influ-
ences. But blatantly copying work is not the same. Think carefully 
with your conscience before you engage in this type of  behavior. 
It’s another great way to make sure you stop getting invited to par-
ticipate in events or to ensure that other sellers stop sharing their 
“market intel” with you. Market intel is the healthy information 
sharing that bonds sellers and will make your life much easier in 
the show world. You need to know what’s going on with current 
developments in venues and with other sellers – if  people don’t 
trust you, they won’t share information with you, it’s that simple.
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Chapter 6: Dealing With Customers

Not every person who walks through a venue is your customer. They’re 
just not. People differ in taste and interests. It’s not personal. It’s not even 
about you – it’s about them, and what they happen to be looking for that 
day.

Even in a venue where you usually do well, you are likely to have shows 
where sales are slow. Don’t let it discourage you when that happens. Ob-
viously, if  you’re never selling anything anywhere, or if  the money coming 
in doesn’t justify the money going out, you may want to rethink your plan, 
but generally speaking, nobody is hot at every show.

Seasoned market and show sellers will tell you:

o Be flexible. You might need to change your set-up. You 
might need to rotate your stock. You might need to adjust 
to the needs of  the weather. You might need to change 
your attitude. Change is a part of  show life.

o Speaking of  attitudes – Customers can smell your bad 
day a mile away. Hiding at the back of  your tent, looking 
worried, and radiating worry, only ensures that your day 
will turn out the way you’re fearing it will Customers may 
be afraid to approach someone they think is upset, for a 
variety of  reasons. Having a slow sales day? Suck it up – 
everyone has slow days. You have to be able to let go of  
your bad day, at least enough to engage with your custom-
ers when they find you.

o Be polite, but firm. Some people will try to bargain with 
you and ask for lower prices, not realizing the work that 
goes into making handmade things. Don’t ever let anyone 
pressure you into doing something you aren’t comfortable 
with. This isn’t a flea market. You’re selling the product of  
your handwork. And if  a potential customer is just plain 
rude to you? You are not obligated to do business with 
people who are abusive or rude.

o Engage. Don’t hide. It’s important not to crowd or 
smother customers, but you also don’t want to hide in the 
back of  your tent. Eventually you will develop a rapport 
with customers that works for you. I hear over and over 
again, from experienced vendors, that being available to 
customers is important, that smiling and saying hello is 
effective for them. After that, be available to answer ques-
tions.
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o Don’t just sit and play games on your phone/iPad. 
This is really speaks for itself. If  you’re ignoring custom-
ers, they’ll ignore you.

Saad Hindal/Art From Memory and Mechelle Zydenbos/Last Call De-
signs collaborate on a public demonstration of  their work. This is a 
great engagement tool for drawing-in visitors, and a good marketing tool.
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Chapter 7: Marketing Your Work

It is absolutely critical that if  you are going to create and sell your work, 
you must be willing to promote it. This is where you really need to think 
of  yourself  not as an artist, but as a business. 

Can you simply show up at markets and shows and sell, without doing any 
promotional work? Well yes, yes you can.

But you may run into a problem – what if  someone asks you for a busi-
ness card? You will begin to see that there are basic marketing tools that 
you should have in place.

Business Cards. That’s a great place to start with your personal market-
ing. And local or online printers can be a great way to have these made. 
Online printers (like Vistaprint) often offer card templates, which give you 
an easy way to start. Local printers may even be able to design a card for 
you. Check the prices for each option to see what works for you. 

Postcards. These can be very useful because you can include more in-
formation on them than a business card. For example – maybe you have 
your shows scheduled for the season and you want to include information 
about them on the card. Many sellers use this tool. Postcards are also a 
pretty way to showcase a nice photo of  your work. Again, an online or 
local printer can assist you with this process.

Photos. If  you have a good eye and a smartphone, you likely have a good 
enough camera to take a few nice shots of  your work (I could write a 
whole book just on this topic.) However, you may want to get a profes-
sional to take a handful of  nice product shots for you – so that when 
you apply to shows you will have them available, and so that you can use 
them on your website. It just so happens that there are many professional 
photographers who sell at markets and indoor venues – if  you like their 
work, ask if  they also do product photography, or if  they can recommend 
someone who does.

Website. Yes, you should have one. In lieu of  a full-blown website, some 
artists set up Facebook or other social media pages, or a blog (a blog is  
not a website, it’s more like an online journal). These can work in a pinch, 
and are free or low cost, but a professional-looking web page can be very 
nice to have, again, when you are applying to shows, as a showcase for 
your work. If  you also wish to sell online (...another topic entirely…) you 
need to have a professional-looking web home. If  you are new to selling, 
start with the social media tools, and upgrade when you are able to.

If  cost is a consideration, and you aren’t able to hire a web designer at 
this time to create a website for you, there are also websites like Weebly 
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and Wix that will allow you to set up a site for free. Try it, see if  you like 
it. They have templates that you can choose from and you don’t need a 
computer science degree to put together something basic.

Email lists. Some makers maintain extensive email lists, which they use to 
alert fans to upcoming appearances, sales or other noteworthy news. Put a 
pad of  paper and a pen out at a show and start your own list, (with name/
email at the top so people know why it’s there) if  email is a medium that 
appeals to you. You will want to make sure that you keep these addresses 
private. People don’t love it when you share their emails with other indi-
viduals or businesses.

Social Media. Though I adore social media, I encourage sellers to use 
social media tools that seem interesting or appealing to them, not just 
ones that they feel pressure to use. Authenticity is an important part of  
using social media and if  you aren’t going to keep your media current or 
are just uncomfortable, it’ll be obvious and it won’t work for building rela-
tionships. That said, I would recommend picking at least one social media 
site and giving it a try. The popularity of  different sites varies in different 
communities. Where I live, Facebook is very popular. My friends in larger 
cities tend to use Twitter more. Ask around and find out what other sellers 
in your area are using, and try it out. It’s free, after all. 

Wear what you sell. If  you don’t wear it, why should they? Plus, people 
like to see it “on”. 

There are many other marketing tools available to you, but these 
are ones that many sellers use effectively and they’re a great place 
to start.

Business cards can double 
as price or item tags, ensur-
ing that customers know 
how to reach you again 
if  they need something.
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Chapter 8: Creating An Engaging Display

The short version of  this Chapter is this: You want your display to make 
your products look inviting. How you do this is up to you, but here are 
some tips that might give you some ideas.

A 10 x 10 tent is a just a big square box full of  possibilities, in terms of  
setting up displays. To make best use of  the space, think carefully about 
what you make, and what it needs in order to look good. If  you have many 
flat items, you will need to find a way to prop up or hang them. If  you have 
clothing, will you fold it, or hang it? If  you have jewelry, do you want to 
hang it, or lay it flat? Or both?

Set Up A Tent. A great first step in figuring out your displays, is to set 
up a tent in the yard, so that you can see exactly how much space you are 
working with. Next, set up your tables, and any other freestanding dis-
plays, so you can move them around, stand back, and see how they look. 
My recommendation is to come up with at least two different set ups that 
work for you – because you may have to be flexible at certain venues, and 
you may need to switch things up if  the set up you choose isn’t working 
for you on a particular day (it happens). 

Table Coverings. Once you have set up your tent and tables, you need 
to somehow cover your tables. Uncovered tables look unprofessional and 
unfinished so unless you have some kind of  very special tables, hewn from 
some very attractive material that will showcase your goods beautifully, 
you need to cover them. 

Some folks use simple table cloths – and that’s fine. You’ll want to make 
sure that your table clothes:

o Fall all the way to the ground. That’s because you need to store 
your tubs and bins and other things under the table. You don’t 
want those to be visible to the public, it looks messy. 

o Are secured so people don’t trip on them. If  there’s extra ma-
terial draping across the ground from your table cloths, they will 
pose a trip hazard. Make sure to pin the fabric so that it’s not 
dragging.

o Complement the items you’re selling. Have light colored items? 
Use a darker tablecloth. Have dark items? Use a lighter one. The 
contrast will make your good more visible to customers. Have in-
tricate items? A simply-patterned, or plain cloth is more likely to 
showcase their beauty.

o Also: The tables cloths don’t have to be table cloths. I’ve found 
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very fun shower curtains and bedspreads that work well.

Fitted table coverings. Some sellers make fitted table coverings that fit 
over the table. They are tidy, washable (make sure to use a washable ma-
terial) and attractive. They also don’t pose the same trip hazard that table-
cloths do.

Dimension. You want to make sure to create visual interest in your 
booth/tent. Your displays need width, depth and height, with height be-
ing especially important. There are many ways to achieve dimension and 
height in a booth space.

Interesting old boxes and crates can create platforms for your items. 
Here’s a nice example from artist Liz Corrigan of  Home Thrown Pottery 
in Contoocook, NH:
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Hanging displays can be very attractive as well. Here’s a nice one from 
Mallory Smith of  Back Country Crafts:

And another from Hope Carpenter of  Canterbury Yarns:
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And remember that clothing racks can be used for hanging more than just 
clothing.

Grid walls help you make use of  height and are particularly good for hang-
ing 2D art (paintings, prints, etc.) but can also be used to display 3D items 
like these handbags by Lisa DeMio/Red Staggerwing.
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Appeal to the senses. Though it may be good to steer clear of  using 
odors (perfumes and scents can be irritants to many people), visual and 
tactile textures can be very engaging in a booth. Here are some examples 
of  vendors using texture to make displays appealing. Wood texture, with 
jewelry by Nila Venne:

And a nice burlap texture, with jewelry by Susie Champlin/Susy’s Pysanky:
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Above, Elizabeth Moulton has used lace, and wooden branches on which 
to drape her jewelry, creating visual interest.

Mechelle Zydenbos of  Last Call 
Designs makes great use of  an inex-
pensive natural resource here, using 
dried black beans as a backdrop for 
colorful jewelry. Other edibles, like 
rice, can be used as well, just remem-
ber that they aren’t water proof.
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Shelving. Shelving is another way to create height in a tent display area. 
Many vendors use portable shelving units. Just make sure that whatev-
er you invest in is something that you can carry yourself, and set up/
take down relatively quickly. You only have 1-2 hours to set up, depend-
ing on the show, and you don’t want to have to rush the whole time.

This shelving unit,  above,  owned by potter Kristin Lemieux 
of  Clear Mountain Craft, features a folding frame with remove-
able shelves. It is lightweight and easy to set up and take down. 
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Here’s more interesting display elements, to get your mind turn-
ing. Color can be used to create appeal. Vicky Brier of  Stitchy Pinfin-
gers makes great use of  color in the way she organizes her displays:

And how about this unique banner, below - created from the very medi-
um that his jewelry is made from, chaine maille - by Benjamin Braggins, 
aka Knitting Metal:
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Chapter 9: Basic Bookkeeping Considerations

People generally come to market life as makers. That is – they are people 
who make things and want to sell them, and business considerations are 
secondary. There’s nothing wrong with that, but it’s important to under-
stand the basic business considerations of  selling, so that you don’t get 
yourself  into trouble. As the volume of  shows you participate in increases, 
the volume of  work that you sell is also likely increasing. The IRS cut-off  
for when you must report income is measured in hundreds, not thousands 
of  dollars, and if  that income is trackable, you can be held accountable 
for it.

Setting up a checking account. The most basic bookkeeping consider-
ation you want to put into place, is a separate checking account for your 
selling income. This allows you to clearly track how much income you are 
bringing in, but it ALSO helps you keep track of  your expenses. You will 
need to know your expenses at tax time, so that you don’t end up paying 
taxes on the full amount of  your income. You don’t have to be a business 
to set up a simple account. Just make sure the account is used ONLY for 
this purpose.

Save your receipts. Keep a manila envelope in your car - every time you 
make a purchase of  supplies, you put the receipt in that envelope. You 
need to be able to prove your expenses at tax time - so that you don’t have 
to pay taxes on the full amount of  money that you took in. You should 
also hold onto these receipts for up to 7 years after your taxes are filed for 
each year. A bookkeeper or accountant can give you a closer estimate as to 
how long. There are many different reasons that you might need to have 
these on hand, and not everybody needs to keep them for that long, but 
if  you need to get more information about this, the IRS website, irs.gov, is 
a great resource. The most basic reason to keep them is so that if  you are 
every audited, you can prove your expenses.

Mileage. Keep track of  the mileage on your car, every time you go to a 
show. This is another piece of  information that can help you and your 
bookkeeper at tax time, to save you money.

Setting up a business. The ease of  setting up a business differs from 
state to state. I have set up businesses in both California and New Hamp-
shire and found the processes quite different. There are some common 
elements, however.

You need to find out which state or city offices give you the ability to 
“create” a business and the permission to do so. You may have to pay fees 
to do this. 

In New Hampshire, to set up a for-profit business you can visit either 
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the office or the website of  the Secretary of  State’s Office, Corporations 
Division. You can learn more about your options there, and how they can 
protect you.

Payment Methods. There are pros and cons to every method of  pay-
ment that vendors accept. The types of  payment generally accepted at 
markets are cash, checks, and credit cards.

My advice is generally to accept cash because it’s immediate and credit 
cards (through apps that I will touch on briefly in a moment) because they 
significantly expand the pool of  customers that you can sell to. However, 
here’s a little more detail about each payment method.

o Cash. As I said, it’s immediate gratification. Someone 
hands you paper or coin money as payment for something 
that you made with your own hands. It’s a great feeling. 
I have never met a seller who doesn’t take cash – it’s the 
most basic sales transaction you’ll see at a market and some 
sellers only accept cash for payments. That comes with its 
own price though – because so many customers now pre-
fer to use credit cards and debit cards. If  you choose to sell 
cash-only, you will definitely lose customers.

o Checks – Checks offer an alternative to cash, for custom-
ers who may not carry cash, but it can be hazardous to the 
seller to accept checks. Checks from friends and family are 
probably a pretty safe bet, but once you expand the circle 
of  folks that you will accept checks from, you run the risk 
of  being handed a bad check. And it feels pretty awful to 
realize that you just handed over $600 in merchandise, to 
a person you’ll never see again, and to have to pay the fees 
for the bad check that they wrote.

o Credit – When I started doing shows as a vendor, many 
people were still using “knuckle busters”, those credit card 
carbon copy sliders that simply copied the information 
from the card onto a slip of  paper. You would be reim-
bursed later and you would hope that they were good for 
the money – that the card information would not be de-
clined. Then there was a brief  period where wireless hand-
held card readers were used. These days nearly everyone 
uses card readers that you plug into the microphone jack 
on your smart phone. If  you don’t have a smart phone, 
this function alone is a good reason to have one. Square is 
one of  the most popular apps/services that people use for 
this purpose. (For an example, you can visit their website, 
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squareup.com, to learn more about their services and how 
they work.) Basically, you install whichever app (program) 
you choose on your smart phone, plug the reader into your 
microphone jack, and your phone is now a card reader, 
able to instantly verify that funds are available. The money 
is then automatically deposited into whichever bank ac-
count you designate, after a relatively short timeline deter-
mined by the service provider. In the case of  Square, the 
money goes into your bank account, minus 2.75%, on the 
next business day after the transaction.

Track your sales. You need to know how much you’re selling and for 
how much, so that you know what to make more of. It’s also interesting to 
see trends, over time, in what sells and what doesn’t. It will help you make 
informed choices about what you are selling. A simple notebook that you 
take to shows can serve this purpose. Your bank deposits will tell you 
how much money you made, but they won’t give you details about what is 
selling and what isn’t.

Taking the time to set up basic tracking systems and save those receipts 
will save you money and headaches, and make you a smarter seller. 
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Chapter 10: Getting Into Shows

Applying to shows can seem tricky – because the process for applying to 
shows can differ from show to show. After a while, as you get to know 
different shows and different show organizers, it will be less mysterious.

Track your applications. If  you apply to a lot of  shows, you may want 
to keep a notebook to track which shows you are interested in, with their 
due dates (there’s always a due date) and then track whether or not you’d 
applied to each show, and when. That way, if  you haven’t heard back, you 
have a record of  when you last contacted them, so you can determine a 
reasonable amount of  time to follow up.

Response times. Different shows have different response times – based 
on how they are staffed and run. Many smaller or more local shows are 
run by volunteers – but they’re all run by humans, and that often means 
that you’ll need to follow-up once in a while to make sure they received 
your application. In short – it’s probably not you, it’s them. Remember 
that they probably receive a lot of  phone calls and emails.

How to apply. This will differ from show to show, but there may be a 
variety of  skills involved on your part. First of  all – READ THE DIREC-
TIONS. Some applications are better than others, but you’ll be doing your-
self  a huge favor if  you make a best effort at reading the materials available. 
 
Find a computer that you can use, and learn how to use it. Some local 
shows still use paper applications – but many shows only offer an online 
application these days. There’s really no excuse, in an age where public 
libraries have computers for public use – and you will limit your opportu-
nities so much if  you can’t use a computer. If  you don’t know how to use a 
computer, don’t contact the organizer to ask if  you “can just send” photos 
to them. You’re creating more work for them. They have the system they 
have for a reason. You need to adapt to the system.

Apply to shows that make sense. If  you have a very traditional style - don’t 
apply to the punk rock expo show. Look at the participating vendors list, if  
there is one available, on the show website, before you apply, to see if  you 
think you would fit in there. If  there’s no participating vendors list, look at the 
types of  items they feature in photos on the site, or in their ads. This should 
give you an idea of  what they might be looking for. It just doesn’t make sense 
to spend time applying to a show that makes no sense for you to apply to.

I didn’t get into the show. Don’t let it get you down – we’ve all been 
there, really and truly. It never feels good to be “rejected” when it’s your 
handmade work that you’re submitting for consideration, but mull this 
over: There’s a lot of  reasons for rejections, and most of  them have noth-
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ing to do with you, at all. Many times, organizers are simply trying to 
balance the offerings at a show, and keep one genre of  craft from domi-
nating. Sometimes they may like your work and understand its quality, but 
it’s just not the style they are looking for, for that show. Whatever their 
reason – they don’t owe you a yes and you don’t need to worry about why 
you didn’t get one. If  it’s a jurying situation where you just want more in-
formation before you apply again, politely asking is sometimes advisable, 
but be careful to make your inquiry constructive and professional.
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Chapter 11: Pricing

Pricing your work can sometimes seem overwhelming or dif-
ficult, but when you follow a formula, it makes it much eas-
ier, and gives you insight into the value of  your work.

There are many different formulas that people use, but here’s 
a good place to start. You can then tailor it for your situation.

Cost of  Supplies. First, you always want to make sure that you account 
for the cost of  your supplies in your pricing. How many yards of  fabric 
did it take to make that item? How much do your paints cost? Did the 
cost of  the metals that you use in your jewelry increase? Make sure you ac-
count for that. As an example, let’s use the example of  a handmade skirt.

You decide to use organic cotton quilting fabric for your skirt. 
The cost of  the fabric is $16/yard. You use 1.5 yards of  the fab-
ric. You also need thread. Let’s add 50 cents on for thread. And 
tags – each tag costs 24 cents. Let’s round that tiny number up. 
That means that the first chunk of  the price of  the skirt is $24.75.

Cost of  Labor. From there, you want to make sure that you account 
for your time. You are a skilled craftperson or artist. You need to ac-
count for that – don’t pay yourself  $5/hour. Hypothetically, let’s say 
our skirtmaker pays themselves $20/hr. It takes them 45 minutes to 
make a skirt. That means they pay themselves $15/skirt for their time. 

The price of  the skirt is now $24.75 (for materi-
als) and $15 for their time – our running total is $39.75.

Overhead. This is an important topic – do you pay for the space that you 
work in? If  so, you should add in rent/mortgage. Do you use gas when 
you drive to and from shows? Do you use gas when you are doing that 
driving? What about when you are driving to and from the places that you 
purchase your materials? What about the cost of  the time that you spend 
shopping for supplies or sourcing supplies? What about the time spent pro-
moting your work online to social media audiences? What about the time 
that you may spend taking photos and posting listings in an online shop? 
What else can you think of  that might be an expense. Add that all in there.

Our skirtmaker ended up needing to add another $40 in over-
head, which brought the price of  the organic cotton skirt 
to $79.75, which we’ll round up to $80, which is a perfect-
ly fine price for a handmade item in a handmade-specific sales venue.

Other considerations:
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Career and name. Consider your notoriety when you price. Have 
you built a reputation that can bear the weight of  higher pricing? Are 
you known to collectors? Price accordingly. Don’t wait until you’re 
a dead artist to take some credit for the excellence of  your work.

Custom work. Sometimes custom work follows a template similar 
to that of  your existing products, and you can price a special order ac-
cordingly. However, if  you are doing custom orders that demand spe-
cial features or accommodations, don’t be afraid to charge for them. 
The orders will likely take you more time – and even if  they don’t, 
they require you to work outside of  your normal routine, and that in-
volves cost. You can charge a higher hourly rate for custom work. 

Perception. You might add up the cost and labor and other elements of  
pricing, but then…nobody buys your work. You might be at the wrong 
venue – you might also be at the wrong price point for that venue. If  
that bothers you, and you want to continue selling in that venue, you 
may need to adjust your products and pricing. Is there are faster way to 
produce what you are selling? Is there another source you can use for 
materials, that might save you money? Can you buy materials whole-
sale? You might need to adjust your pricing to the perception of  the 
marketplace, just be careful – don’t sell yourself  and your work short.

Wholesale. Some makers sell their work to galleries and shops, and 
some will sell their work on consignment. A common feature of  both 
of  these scenarios is that most galleries or shops will take at least a 
40% commission or in the case of  wholesale orders, the buyer will ex-
pect that the price you offer them will be 40% lower than your public 
retail prices. This 40% covers their overhead in selling your work – rent, 
advertising, and the other costs of  running a business. This is anoth-
er reason that it’s important to include every possible iteration of  your 
own overhead in your pricing – it’s so that when you do commission or 
wholesale business, you still get paid enough. Consider that when some-
one else is selling your work, that cost is theirs, and they should be re-
imbursed for that, just like you would. Common commission scenarios 
area 40%/60% split (with you taking 60%) or 50%/50%. Don’t be afraid 
to negotiate with them – but remember that they have overhead too. 
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Conclusion and Thank Yous

There’s so much more that can be said about the world of  mar-
kets, but this should have given you a good overview of  the 
most important basics you should know, before you hit the road.

After you’ve absorbed all of  this, and you’ve got the car packed and 
ready to go to a show - remember to just relax and roll with it. There’s 
no need to get stressed out about markets. They’re a lot of  work, but 
they’re also a lot of  fun. Believe in yourself, stay positive...and good luck!

So many experiences and sellers over the years have made this ef-
fort possible, but there are a few who I should specifically men-
tion for the time they took to give me thoughtful feedback: Rosa-
lie Smith, Melanie Kane, Doug Hockman, Stephanie Lessard, Paulus, 
Paul Haigh, Nicole Blanchette Huot, Karen Steuer, Kristen Page, Grace 
Napoleon, James Connell, Kimberly DiNofrio, Lisa O’Neill, Jeffrey 
Hulten, Amy Rybczyk, Alison Ladman, Erica Walker, Benjamin Brag-
gins, Nila Venne, Jen Gubicza, Christopher Doherty. June Wallace, Le-
anne Tremblay, Sandra Sorel, and Kitty Stoykovich. Thank you all!
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NOTES

(Make your own notes here, as you acclimate to “market life”.)
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